Additional File 2: External relevance of data

For completeness, we briefly discuss external relevance (associated with such concepts as applicability, transferability, generalisability or validity) in order to differentiate how assessments of internal and external relevance are conceptualised within the context of CERQual. These terms are discussed in the context of systematic reviews of complex interventions [1].

The assessment of relevance in CERQual seeks to establish the internal relevance of data contributing to findings in relation to the context(s) specified in the question. However, assessment of the external relevance of evidence is commonly discussed in the methodological literature. This literature describes external relevance or validity as the degree of fit of the structured review question and finding(s) to an external context. The issue of “relevance” is therefore often evoked when seeking to establish the extent to which findings from qualitative research can be generalized or transferred to settings other than those included in the original research [2].

As discussed in this paper, wider external relevance of a review finding is addressed in part by the overall CERQual assessment. This overall assessment seeks to establish the extent to which a synthesis finding is a reasonable representation of the phenomenon of interest [3, 4]. An overall CERQual assessment communicates the extent to which the synthesis finding is likely to be substantially different from the phenomenon of interest, as defined in the review question.

Where CERQual is applied to the findings of a published review but with adaptation of the context specified in the original review question to reflect a particular new context of interest (for example, from a publicly funded to a privately funded health system), considerations of external relevance are also important.

While some methodologists argue that qualitative research does not aspire to generalisability [5], others have noted that research that is not considered to be generalizable is of little use, and is unlikely to receive funding [6]. However, quantitative and qualitative approaches differ in the way that they address generalizability. In quantitative work generalizability is statistical, i.e. the study sample is matched to the wider study population to ensure comparability of demographic characteristics. If the sample achieves representativeness and the study is adequately powered with sufficient numbers of participants, then it is assumed that the findings from the sample are generalizable. In some types of qualitative inquiry, however, participants are selected by means of theoretical sampling, i.e. for their ability to contribute information (and consequent theory development) to the area under investigation. Thus Popay and colleagues emphasise that, ‘...the aim is to make logical generalizations to a theoretical understanding of a similar class of phenomena rather than probabilistic generalizations to a population’ [7].

Other studies adopt a more pragmatic atheoretical approach, seeking “representativeness” to facilitate transferability. In short, the intention is to seek commonality of “situation” rather than demographic representativeness. This immediately implies that relevance in a qualitative context could extend beyond the demographic characteristics embodied in a structured review question formulation to embrace wider concerns of situation or context. This, in turn, emphasises the importance of unpacking and making ‘context’ transparent (with regard to the perspective or population, phenomenon of interest, setting) when specifying the question for a qualitative evidence synthesis, and in the subsequent assessment of the relevance component of CERQual.

Green and Thorogood suggest various ways in which the findings from qualitative research are considered more widely relevant [8]. They refer both to conceptual generalisability and to the more instrumental transferability of findings to similar contexts. Conceptual generalisability is informed,
and may be enhanced by, the use of theory. When findings are supported by a well-developed and evaluated theory, overarching generalities can be identified and explained that transcend time, place and context [9]. A finding may also contribute to further development of the theory.

Conceptual generalisability, at a programme theory level, is illustrated by the development of a logic model in a qualitative evidence synthesis that sought to explain identified barriers and facilitators to implementation of lay health worker programmes [10]. However, CERQual has yet to be applied to syntheses where conceptual or theoretical models were developed from review findings. At present, transferability, with its emphasis on the extent to which the findings of a review can be applied to other contexts similar to those specified in the review question, is central to use of the CERQual approach.
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